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now you can render with super high quality, thanks to the introduction
of vray shadows. vray shadows is a new v-ray feature that enables you
to create photorealistic material effects for all your renders, with no
post-processing. now, vray renders that you rendered with vray
shadows look incredible and can be easily blended with raytrace
renders using the new vraytransparent mode. this is what a shader
looks like in the aalglow web. the aalglow web saves you from having to
learn vray command line. just upload your aalglow and render. with
aalglow you can render. just select the preset and click render. that's it!
there is no need for learning vray, if you want to render just use
aalglow. killer double density geforce rtx graphics card offers a massive
new level of performance for vr gaming and entertainment. the latest
additions to the geforce rtx lineup take high-performance content to
new heights with up to 40% faster performance and more than 10%
greater power efficiency than previous-generation graphics cards. use
them to explore vr gaming and entertainment in more detail than ever
before. some of the most popular models available from the foundry
are already included in v-ray premium, like rag doll, olive, and ralph.
available free for any user, these new collections are a great way to
explore the full breadth of the v-ray premium ecosystem and get a
head start on your next project! v-ray is a global leader in real-time
global illumination (gi), a photorealistic rendering technique that
produces images with unparalleled visual quality. it’s the most realistic
way to create images, and it benefits from the latest advances in
computing technology. create brilliant lighting and realistic reflections,
using powerful physical modeling techniques and real-time global
illumination that light up the world.
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download the complete scene for ashish danis spring blossoms render,
including models and matte painting background elements. this free

giveaway scene features japanese crab apple models from our
blossoming library, enhanced with new shaders for v-ray 3.2 for 3ds

max and v-ray 3.1 for maya. download the free scene today! max 2014
has a bug in which the final pass is computed in 2 passes. this only
seems to happen if you have a particle system on the material, but
even if you turn it off, you still need to run the vraymeshvisible pass

twice. note that the viewport must be closed for the passes to run. max
2014 uses vrayplanemesh, which replaces ies, and its parameters are
not completely compatible with the old ones. it is more cpu-intensive

and doesn't include the following parameters: vrayplanemesh xscatter
vrayplanemesh yscatter vrayplanemesh ior you may need to tweak

these values to get the look you want. with vrayflares, you can create a
"sky" pass by using a pass with constant specular, diffuse, and ambient

colors. this makes for a great base for foreground and background
lighting. for example, let's say you have a vrayflare with a burn/glow
map that is mostly specular. you can copy the pass and create a new

pass, with uniform specular, a luminance (aka colorblind) modifier, and
a color that's mostly white or black. the two passes should be identical,

but this second pass will act as the background. with the new
"properties" menu, you can further customize the pass. the properties

palette has a lot of options, so this is the best way to fine tune the pass.
you can also use the "shape" dropdown to create custom geometry

passes. 5ec8ef588b
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